Background {#Sec1}
==========

Since humans started breeding animals, a key challenge has been to control the inheritance of traits. In farm animals, genetic gain has been achieved using pedigree information and statistical models. Since the introduction of genomic selection (GS) \[[@CR1]\], breeding is transitioning from selecting animals based on visual inspection and pedigree data to approaches that exploit genetic information. However, given the complexity of genomes and the generally low level of knowledge about the relation between genotype and phenotype, undesirable alleles may accumulate, through genetic hitchhiking or genetic drift \[[@CR2], [@CR3]\] because of the small effective population size in livestock breeds under artificial selection.

Recent approaches incorporate whole-genome sequence data to improve genetic predictions. Because the number of tested single nucleotide variants (SNVs) is larger in whole-genome sequence data compared to array-based assays, truly causal genetic variants are more likely to be identified. While the use of whole-genome sequence data has improved genetic prediction, the improvements fall short of expectation and yield only moderate performance increases \[[@CR4], [@CR5]\], partly due to the inclusion of noise. Therefore, current strategies involve pre-weighting of potential candidate SNVs that have a higher probability of being causal. Several methods have been developed to score variants according to their putative deleteriousness and identify those that may have a detrimental effect on the fitness of individuals. Well-known variant prioritization tools include SIFT \[[@CR6]\], PolyPhen2 \[[@CR7]\], SNAP2 \[[@CR8]\] and Provean \[[@CR9]\]. However, these are limited to scoring (non-synonymous) variants in coding regions. In contrast, the combined annotation dependent depletion (CADD) \[[@CR10]\] model that was developed to investigate SNVs in human populations, can score variants at any location in the genome. CADD is comparable to methods such as fitCons \[[@CR11]\] and Linsight \[[@CR12]\]: it captures signals of evolutionary selection across many generations and combines this with annotations---genomic features, epigenetic data, other predictors etc.---to estimate a deleteriousness score for a given variant. While CADD and similar models are well established and used to predict the effects of variants in the human genome \[[@CR13]--[@CR18]\], to date, they have not been applied to non-human species. In recent work \[[@CR19]\], we applied CADD to mouse, and studied the effect of having a limited number of annotations, which is expected for non-model species, compared to the human case. The results demonstrated that applying the CADD methodology to non-human species is valid and powerful.

Here, we introduce pCADD (p for pig), a model based on the CADD methodology to create scores for the prioritisation of SNVs with respect to their putative deleteriousness in the genomes of wild and domesticated pigs (*Sus scrofa*). The aim of this paper is to assess the ability of pCADD to prioritize individual SNVs and genomic regions relative to their biological function. The ability of pCADD to score any SNV in the entire pig genome with respect to its predicted deleteriousness helps researchers and breeders to evaluate (newly) observed SNVs and rank potentially harmful SNVs that are propagated by breeding.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Briefly, the CADD model, which is a logistic regressor, assigns a deleteriousness score to a SNV based on a set of 867 genomic annotations such as DNA secondary structure, conservation scores, protein function scores and many more (see Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}: Table S1). Model parameters are fitted based on a large training set, containing two classes of SNVs: derived (proxy benign/neutral) and simulated (proxy deleterious) SNVs. The set of derived SNVs is generated by identifying (nearly) fixed alleles in the species of interest that differ from those of a reconstructed ancestral genome (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a). Proxy deleterious SNVs are simulated de novo mutations, which have not experienced any selection, thus deleterious variants are not depleted in this set (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b, c).Fig. 1**a** Fixed alleles that differ between the investigated pig population and an inferred ancestor sequence are used as proxy benign/neutral SNVs. **b** First step of the simulation: differences between evolutionary differently distant ancestor sequences are identified and substitution rates are derived. **c** Simulation, second step: the derived substitution rates are used to simulate de novo variants that have not experienced any selection and thus are not depleted in deleterious variants

With the pCADD model, every position in the pig genome can be scored with respect to its predicted deleteriousness. To differentiate more easily those SNVs that are potentially of interest, we created a PHRED-like score, which is similar to that in the original CADD approach \[[@CR10]\]. To this end, the outcomes of the logistic regressor for all variants are ordered and transformed. The pCADD score is a log-rank score that ranges from \~ 95 to 0, with higher scores indicating more deleterious variants. The top 1% and 0.1% highest scored SNVs have a pCADD score higher than 20 and 30, respectively, thus the most deleterious variants are differentiated from the likely neutral ones. In the following, we describe the data used to train the pCADD model and demonstrate its use by performing several analyses.

Training and test set construction {#Sec3}
----------------------------------

To create the set of derived variants, which consists of putatively benign/neutral variants, we identified (nearly) fixed alleles in a pig population that differ from those of the reconstructed ancestral genome of pig, cow and sheep (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a, *Sus scrofa* \[[@CR20]\], *Bos taurus* \[[@CR21]\], *Ovis aries* \[[@CR22]\]). These alleles have become fixed in the pig population due to genetic drift or positive selection, thus they are depleted in deleterious variants and can be assumed to have a benign or neutral effect. The ancestral sequence was obtained from the 25-eutherian-mammals EPO (Enredo, Pecan, Ortheus) \[[@CR23], [@CR24]\] multiple alignment files (MAF), downloaded from the Ensembl v.91 database. To avoid errors due to misaligned InDels, only SNVs that are not adjacent to another variant site, between the pig population and the inferred ancestor, were retained. The pig population used in our study included 384 individuals, representing 36 breeds, e.g. Asian and European, wild, commercial and local breeds (see Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}: Table S2). For each site in the inferred ancestor, we selected an allele when its frequency was higher than 0.9 in the pig population and when it differed from the ancestral allele. Because the population includes pigs from many breeds, the number of functional variants that may have reached fixation due to founder effects in individual populations is limited. In addition, we removed sites that carry an allele at a frequency higher than 0.05 in the population and for which the alternate allele is equal to the ancestral allele. To simulate variants for the proxy deleterious set, substitution rates were derived from observed differences between more distant ancestors of pig (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b, c). In particular, rates for nucleotide substitutions and CpG sites in window sizes of 100 kb were computed based on the inferred substitutions between the ancestral sequences of pig-cow, pig-horse and pig-dog. Only SNVs that were located at a site with a known ancestral allele of the pig-cow-sheep ancestor were simulated. These SNVs are de novo mutations that have a larger than uniform chance, with respect to other de novo mutations, to occur in the populations. Although these variations may have never occurred by chance along the evolutionary branch of pig, they may have also been actively selected against. In other words, these random mutations have a greater chance of being deleterious than benign \[[@CR25]\], therefore the set of simulated variants is expected to be enriched in deleterious variants in comparison to the derived proxy benign/neutral set.

In total, 61,587,075 proxy benign/neutral SNVs were derived and a similar number of SNVs was simulated. To form the training and test sets, the dataset was randomly split into two sets with an equal number of samples from both classes. The training dataset contained 111,976,500 SNVs whereas the test set consisted of 11,197,650 SNVs. To assess the dependency on the genomic location of the variants, the test set was split into six overlapping subsets: (i) intergenic (non-cDNA) variants; (ii) all transcribed sites (cDNA); (iii) transcribed but not translated sites (5′UTR5, 3′UTR3 and introns); (iv) coding regions; (v) synonymous SNVs in coding regions and (vi) non-synonymous SNVs in coding regions.

Variant annotation {#Sec4}
------------------

Genomic annotations were obtained from the Ensembl Variant Effect Predictor (VEP v91.3) database \[[@CR26]\] and supplemented by PhyloP \[[@CR27]\], PhastCons \[[@CR28]\] and GERP \[[@CR29]\] conservation scores as well as Grantham \[[@CR30]\] amino-acid substitution scores and predictions of secondary DNA structure (DNAshape) \[[@CR31]\].

VEP-predicted consequences of SNVs were summarised in 14 categories. They were either used directly or combined with other data to create composite annotations (see Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}: Table S3). Annotations that rely on a gene build, such as the SIFT protein score, reference and alternative amino-acid, variant position within a transcript and coding region were also used.

PhyloP and PhastCons scores are based on three differently sized multiple species alignments: a 6-taxa laurasiatheria, a 25-taxa eutherian-mammals and a 100-taxa vertebrate alignment. The laurasiatheria and eutherian-mammals alignments were downloaded from Ensembl \[[@CR32]\] v91 whereas the 100-taxa vertebrate alignment was downloaded from UCSC \[[@CR33], [@CR34]\] (December 29, 2017). Next, PhyloFit \[[@CR35]\] phylogenetic models were created for the laurasiatheria and eutherian-mammals alignments to compute PhastCons and PhyloP scores for pig. PhyloFit models for the 100-taxa vertebrate alignment were downloaded from the UCSC genome browser and used to compute PhastCons and PhyloP scores. PhastCons and PhyloP scores based on the 6- and 25-taxa alignments were directly computed for pig, while the scores for the 100-taxa alignment had to be first computed for the human reference GRCh38 and then mapped to Sscrofa11.1 using CrossMap \[[@CR36]\]. To avoid a positive bias in predictive power in favour of PhastCons and PhyloP scores, the pig sequence was excluded from the generation of both sets of scores. Genomic evolutionary rate profiling (GERP) neutral evolution, GERP conservation, GERP constrained element and GERP constrained element p-values were retrieved from Ensembl91 using a custom Perl script.

Predicted differences in the secondary DNA structure between reference and alternative alleles were added as annotations to the dataset, as computed by DNAshape \[[@CR31]\]: minor gap width (MGW), Roll, propeller twist (ProT) and helix twist (HelT).

After computing all annotation combinations, imputing missing values and recoding all categorical values to binary variables (see Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), the final number of features was equal to 867. Each feature was scaled by its standard deviation obtained from the variants in the training set.

Construction of the model {#Sec5}
-------------------------

We assigned class label 0 to the proxy benign/neutral variants and 1 to the proxy deleterious variants. Then, we trained a logistic regression classifier to predict the posterior probability of a variant being proxy deleterious. We used the logistic regression module provided by Graphlab v2.1 \[[@CR37]\]. Based on previous experience and given the lack of a sufficiently large validation set, we applied the set of hyper parameters that were found to be optimal for mouse CADD19, i.e. L2-penalization was set to 0.1 and the number of iterations to 100. Feature rescaling, performed by the logistic regression function by default, was deactivated.

Score creation {#Sec6}
--------------

The pCADD scores were computed for all potential SNVs (3 per position) on the 18 autosomes and the X allosome. Each SNV was annotated with 867 genomic annotations and scored by the trained logistic regression model. Subsequently, these scores were sorted in descending order and assigned a pCADD score defined as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Analyses {#Sec7}
--------

### Codon analysis {#Sec8}

From the Ensembl v.93 pig gene build, we retrieved 10,942 genes with only one annotated transcript to avoid complications due to overlapping transcripts. We created three sets, consisting of the minimum pCADD score found at a site, per transcript, one for each of the three positions of a codon. We computed one-tailed Mann--Whitney U-tests between each of the three sets. The resulting p-values were Bonferroni corrected. All calculations were performed in Python version 3 using SciPy v.1.1.0 \[[@CR38]\] and Statsmodels v.0.9.0 \[[@CR39]\].

### miRNA analysis {#Sec9}

We obtained all annotated (pre-)miRNA sequences from the Ensembl v93 database, i.e. 484 sequences, and, after removal of sequences that overlapped with any of the training SNVs, 294 sequences remained. As a second set, equally long sequences up- and downstream of the miRNA sequence were selected. For each position in both sets, the miRNA sequences and surrounding sequences were annotated with the maximum pCADD score. To test whether miRNA sequences had a significantly higher pCADD score than their neighbouring sequences, we applied a one-tailed Mann--Whitney U-test using SciPy v.1.1.0 in Python 3.

### Intron analysis {#Sec10}

We used the REST API of Ensembl v93 to download the intron coordinates of all 40,092 transcripts. We annotated all the sites in all the introns with the maximum pCADD score found at these sites. For each intron, we performed one-tailed Mann--Whitney U-tests to check if the investigated intron had a significantly higher pCADD score than all the other introns in the same transcript. p-values were Bonferroni corrected over all transcripts, per intron. To display the results, we normalized the number of rejected null-hypotheses by the number of conducted tests, which decreases as the number of introns increases.

### Tissue analysis {#Sec11}

We downloaded porcine Affymetrix expression data of several tissues published by Freeman et al. \[[@CR40]\]. We selected the genes that were clustered and associated with a particular tissue in \[[@CR38]\] and had a robust multi-array average (RMA) \[[@CR41]\] expression level of at least 100 or more to filter out genes with no activity. Of these genes, we considered all the coding DNA sequences (CDS); if a particular CDS was present in more than one transcript, it was selected only once. In addition to the housekeeping genes, genes specific for 16 tissues were selected (cartilage-tendon, blood, cerebellum, dermal, epithelium, eye, kidney, liver, lung, muscle, neurone, pancreas, placenta, salivary gland, testis, and vasculature). All CDS were annotated with the maximum pCADD score found at each site of the CDS and merged into one set per tissue. Tissue sets were tested for higher scores than those of the housekeeping set with one-tailed Mann--Whitney U-tests; p-values were Bonferroni corrected. All calculations were done in Python 3 using the SciPy v.1.1.0 and Statsmodels v.0.9.0. modules.

Results {#Sec12}
=======

In this study, we trained a CADD-like model for SNV prioritisation in the pig genome, which is referred to as pCADD. It is a linear regressor that is trained to differentiate between two classes of variants, a set of simulated variants, which is relatively more enriched in potentially deleterious variants than a set of derived variants, which is depleted in deleterious variants. The pCADD generated a score for every possible SNV of the Sscrofa11.1 reference genome on all autosomes and the X allosome. Then, these scores were tested on a held-out test set, they were used to evaluate seven SNVs with known functional effect and we examined whether they could discriminate between functional and non-functional sequences.

pCADD data characteristics {#Sec13}
--------------------------

The class distribution in the training and test sets were balanced, but subsets of SNVs found in different genomic regions displayed varying proportions of simulated and derived SNVs (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). These imbalances were similar to those found for the human (hCADD) and mouse (mCADD) datasets in our previous study \[[@CR19]\]. The largest difference among the three models is the total number of SNVs used for model training: \~ 31 million for hCADD, \~ 67 million for mCADD and \~ 112 million for pCADD. This results from the use of a more distant ancestor of the pig than the ancestors used for mouse in mCADD (mouse and rat) and for humans in hCADD (human and chimpanzee). A more distant ancestor yields more differences between the inferred ancestor and the species of interest, resulting in a larger derived class and, thus, in a larger total number of SNVs to create a balanced dataset.Table 1Number of SNVs and the relative proportions of the six subsets of the test set for pCADDPig partitionNumber SNVs (proportion of test set)Number of simulated SNVsNumber of derived SNVsClass distribution (simulated/derived)Test set11,197,628 (100.00%)5,598,8145,598,81450.00%/50.00%Not cDNA10,884,147 (97.20%)5,404,0595,480,08849.65%/50.35%cDNA313,481 (2.80%)194,755118,72662.13%/37.87%Not CDS154,622 (1.38%)84,73069,89254.80%/5.20%CDS158,859 (1.42%)110,02548,83469.26%/30.74%Synonymous75,216 (0.67%)40,14735,06953.38%/46.62%Missense83,643 (0.75%)69,87813,76583.54%/16.46%

Increased discriminative power of pCADD with increased biological relevance of the sequence in which the queried SNVs are located {#Sec14}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The performance of pCADD is evaluated by computing the receiver-operator-area under the curve characteristic (ROC-AUC) on a test set, which consisted of simulated and derived SNVs, none of which were used for training. The overall ROC-AUC on the entire test set is \~ 0.683, but differs considerably for six subsets of SNVs (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a). The test sets are subsets of each other, with decreasing numbers of SNVs beginning with the whole test set and ending with the missense mutations. In transcribed regions of the genome, the scores are more discriminative than in non-transcribed regions, while in coding regions they are more discriminative than in non-coding regions such as the 5′UTR, 3′UTR and introns. The scores are most discriminative for missense mutations, which have the largest number of genomic annotations, resulting in high discriminative performance of the pCADD model.Fig. 2Prediction performances of different prioritization tools on test sets, representing various regions of the genome for which the number of features varies. I: whole test set; II: intergenic SNVs; III: transcribed SNVs; IV: SNVs in intron, 5′ and 3′ UTR; V: coding SNVs; VI: SNVs causing synonymous mutations; VII: SNVs causing missense mutations. **a** pCADD performance measured in ROC-AUC on the different subsets of the pig held-out test set. **b** mCADD test performance measured in ROC-AUC on the same genomic subsets in the mouse genome. **c** Performance of 6-taxa laurasiatheria PhastCons conservation score in the pig test set. **d** SIFT performance on missense causal SNVs in the pig test set

These observations are in strong accordance with the earlier reported observations for the mCADD model for mouse (reproduced in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b) \[[@CR19]\], which was proven useful to identify truly deleterious mutations found in the Mutagenetix \[[@CR42]\] data base, lifted from ClinVar \[[@CR43]\] and others \[[@CR19]\]. For all investigated SNV subsets, PhastCons \[[@CR28]\] conservation scores based on the Ensembl 6-taxa laurasiatheria \[[@CR32]\] displayed the same pattern across all subsets, but performed worse than pCADD (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}c). We used 6-taxa laurasiatheria PhastCons scores because, overall, they performed best on different subsets of the held-out test set (see Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Figure S1). A similar difference in performance was observed when the performance of pCADD on missense mutations was compared to that of SIFT (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}d), which indicates the added value of pCADD over conventional approaches of identifying potential candidates.

Selecting candidate SNVs based on their total score and on their relative rank in the surrounding region is meaningful {#Sec15}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

When we assessed examples of known causal SNVs (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}), they were enriched in the upper percentile of pCADD scores and were likely to be picked up as potential. The exception is 3:43952776T\>G, one of two variants located in close proximity to a splice-site. In particular, it is located in an intron sequence, 4 bp upstream of an annotated splice site. Variants, which are located 1- and 2-bp upstream of the splice site have pCADD scores that range from 20.90 to 21.93, whereas the remaining variants in the same intron sequence have on average a pCADD score of \~ 2.96. Only 13 (out of 3450) other potential SNVs in that intron have a higher pCADD score. This puts the 3:43952776T\>G SNV into the 99.6th percentile of the intron sequence in which it is located. None of the 13 potentially higher scored variants were observed in our population of 384 pigs, which makes 3:43952776T\>G the highest scored SNV in that region.Table 2Seven well-known examples of causal SNVs with different effects on phenotype and their pCADD scoresGenomic locationRefAltpCADDPercentileGeneEffectCitations6:146829589GA22.86899.5*LEPR*Missense: affects productive, fatness and meat quality traits in different genetic backgrounds\[[@CR44]\]1:265347265AG17.19898.1*NR6A1*Missense: affects number vertebrae\[[@CR45]\]17:57932233AC23.32299.5*PCK1*missense: causal mutation associated to intramuscular fat content, backfat thickness and meat quality in pigs\[[@CR46]\]7:31281804GA21.58999.3*PPARD*Missense: affects ear size, fat metabolism, skin and cartilage development\[[@CR47]\]12:38922102GA21.84899.3*TADA2A*Splice-donor: lethal recessives\[[@CR48]\]3:43952776TG10.14490.3*POLR1B*Splice-region: lethal recessives\[[@CR48]\]6:54880241TC28.76799.9*PNKP*Missense: lethal recessives\[[@CR48]\]Both the pCADD scores and percentiles indicate their rank as candidate causal SNVs among all potential SNVs in the pig genome

The third position of a codon is scored lower than the first two {#Sec16}
----------------------------------------------------------------

To assess further if the model assigns different scores to sites with differing biological importance genome-wide, we tested whether the three positions in a codon are scored differently. Based on the fraction of non-synonymous mutations for each codon position, the second position should receive the highest score, followed by the first and third positions (see Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Figure S2). To test this, we examined codons of genes that have only one known transcript, to avoid interference, which is expected by overlapping transcripts.

The table displays the counts of significant p-values between the three different positions in a codon. The columns indicate the positions that are tested to have higher pCADD scores than the positions in the rows. The numbers indicate how often the null hypothesis was rejected in 10,942 conducted tests.

Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} shows the number of significant tests when comparing the pCADD scores between two codon positions, across a gene, with each other (Bonferroni corrected, one-tailed Mann--Whitney U-tests). Among the 10,942 genes that were selected for this test, we found that the second codon position has a significantly higher pCADD score than the third for 8901 genes, and that the first codon position has a significantly higher pCADD score than the third for 8830 genes. Only for 3066 genes, did the second codon position score significantly higher than the first, while for 766 genes it was the opposite. Taken together, these results agree with our expectation, and indicate that pCADD scores do reflect deleteriousness. This was further confirmed by comparing the effect sizes, measured as ROC-AUC of the pairwise comparisons of codon positions (see Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Figure S3).Table 3Number of significant Bonferroni corrected one-tailed Mann--Whitney U tests for pCADD scores compared at different codon positionsSmaller/largerFirstSecondThirdFirstNA3066189Second766NA340Third88308901NA

miRNA regions are scored differently from those of neighbouring regions {#Sec17}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

We investigated whether pCADD scores are higher for functional non-coding sequences than for non-functional sequences up- and downstream. Variants in annotated (pre-)miRNA regions have significantly higher pCADD scores (p-value = 0.0, one-tailed Mann--Whitney U test; ROC-AUC = 0.613) than sites in up- and downstream regions (average pCADD scores of \~ 10 vs. \~ 7.2) (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This difference is largely due to an abundance of (pre-)miRNAs with pCADD scores around \~ 21 and a relatively smaller number of variants with a low score. For 164 miRNAs (\~ 56%), the pCADD scores were significantly higher than those of the neighbouring regions (Bonferroni corrected, one-tailed Mann--Whitney U test).Fig. 3Histogram of the distribution of pCADD score for (pre-)miRNA transcripts and their surrounding up- and downstream regions. Vertical lines indicate the mean values of each distribution with a mean of 9.987 for miRNA and 7.205 for Up&Down. The one-tailed Mann--Whitney U-test between both distributions provided a p-value of 0.0 and a ROC-AUC of 0.613 in favour of miRNA over the Up&Down stream regions

Among the introns of a transcript, the first one has the highest score {#Sec18}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Chorev et al. \[[@CR49]\] showed that regulatory elements are enriched in the first few introns of a transcript and that their number decreases with increasing intron position. Consequently, we expected to see decreasing pCADD scores with increasing intron position. To test this, we annotated every position in the intron region with the highest pCADD score for that position and calculated how often the scores in a particular intron are significantly higher than those across all other introns in the same transcript (Bonferroni corrected one-tailed Mann--Whitney U test). The results clearly show that introns closer to the transcription start site of a gene have higher pCADD scores (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}), which provide evidence for their biological relevance.Fig. 4pCADD scores per intron compared to all other introns, for the first 20 introns. The blue bar indicates the number of introns tested against the intron of interest, the red bar shows how many of these tests resulted in an adjusted p-value \< 0.05 (scale on the left axis). As the intron position increases, the number of tests that can be conducted decreases (with the number of transcripts that have at least that many introns). The black line represents the normalised number of significantly enriched introns, normalized by the number of conducted tests per intron position (scale on the right axis)

Among all tested tissues, pCADD scores for salivary glands and neuronal tissue specific genes are the lowest and highest, respectively {#Sec19}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Next, we investigated whether genes considered to be housekeeping genes have different (higher) pCADD scores than genes specifically expressed in certain tissues. The underlying assumption is that a mutation in a gene expressed in all tissue types has a much broader potential deleterious effect. We compared pCADD and PhyloP scores of genes specific for 16 tissues and also compared them (Bonferroni corrected one-tailed Mann--Whitney U test; ROC-AUC) to scores of a set of genes considered as housekeeping genes, i.e. expressed approximately equally in all tissues \[[@CR40]\]. Based on pCADD scores, housekeeping genes had significantly higher scores for 12 of the 16 tissues examined (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). Genes in three brain-derived tissues---cerebellum, eye, neuronal tissue---and in muscle tissue (smooth and skeletal) have on average a higher pCADD score than housekeeping genes. A ROC-AUC of 0.5 is the expected performance if the pCADD scores are randomly assigned to the genes of each set. This means that the larger the absolute difference is from 0.5, the clearer is the signal supporting that one set is larger than the other. We compared all tissue gene sets to housekeeping genes, this means that when the ROC-AUC is smaller than 0.5, the pCADD scores of the tissue associated gene set are generally larger than those of the housekeeping one and vice versa. In all the comparisons, the total effect size was small and did not differ from 0.5 by more than 0.122 (dermal tissue). The four tissues that displayed higher pCADD scores than housekeeping genes have in common that their cells do not divide anymore once they are fully differentiated. Mutations in these tissues may have a larger effect than in tissues with a high rate of cell division due to the inability of the tissue to replace cells, which leads to scarring and eventually tissue failure. Thus, genes specific to these four tissues are more likely conserved than those specific to other tissues, resulting in overall higher pCADD scores. This is supported by the analysis with conservation scores (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}), which showed that these genes were more conserved than the housekeeping genes. Tissues such as dermal and salivary gland show the lowest pCADD scores and high rates of cell division. These tissues are likely more tolerant to germline mutations since they must adapt to changes in diet and climate, thus their tissue-specific genes have a higher variability, resulting in lower pCADD scores.Table 4Test results between tissue-specific gene sets and housekeeping genesTissuepCADD p-value (tissue \< housekeeping)pCADD ROC-AUC (housekeeping vs. tissue)PhyloP p-value (tissue \< housekeeping)PhyloP ROC-AUC (housekeeping vs. tissue)All tissues2 × 10^−1^0.50010.467Blood3 × 10^−122^0.51210.481Cartilage-Tendon3 × 10^−35^0.51110.453Cerebellum10.48010.487Dermal00.62200.681Epithelium00.5381 × 10^−29^0.515Eye10.47510.456Kidney2 × 10^−100^0.51510.468Liver1 × 10^−54^0.5109 × 10^−1^0.490Lung6 × 10^−8^0.5061 × 10^−2^0.503Muscle10.49110.468Neuronal10.44310.400Pancreas1 × 10^−310^0.5583 × 10^−81^0.559Placenta1 × 10^−145^0.52910.469Salivary-gland7 × 10^−48^0.51910.478Testis00.55810.478Vasculature00.55810.454We tested if tissue-specific genes have significantly lower pCADD scores than housekeeping genes, using pCADD and PhyloP scores (25-taxa mammalian alignment). The ROC-AUC scores display the likelihood that a random sample from the scores of the housekeeping genes is greater than that from the scores of tissue-specific genes

Differentiation between functional and non-functional sequences is greater with pCADD than conservation scores {#Sec20}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Conservation scores are often used to evaluate the potential importance of sequences and to evaluate if a particular candidate SNV may have a deleterious effect. They are also useful to put our own results into perspective and assess conventional sequence prioritisation methods.

Similar to the section "miRNA regions are scored differently from those of neighbouring regions", we annotated the pre-miRNAs and their associated up- and downstream regions with PhyloP conservation scores (based on 25-taxa mammalian alignment) and performed the same analysis by computing significance tests to check if miRNA sequences have higher pCADD scores than those in their neighbouring regions. We chose 25-taxa PhyloP scores because these have the largest coverage of the pig genome among all conservation scores used in this study (see Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}: Table S4). The results are in Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Figure S4 and are very similar to those from the analysis using pCADD scores, with an almost identical p-value close to 0 (1e−225) and a ROC-AUC value of 0.595, which indicates a slightly worse separation between both classes of sequences than when using pCADD.

Likewise, we evaluated the intron positions relative to each other using the same PhyloP conservation scores to annotate intron sequences. The results in Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Figure S5 show a similar pattern of decreasing importance with increasing intron position as observed when the introns are annotated with pCADD scores. Major differences between the analysis using pCADD and conservation scores is that the total number of introns, which can be annotated with conservation scores is smaller, resulting in 81,743 fewer tests compared with pCADD. Furthermore, the ratio between the total number of tests and the number of tests with an adjusted significant p-value is smaller when conservation scores are used, which indicates that conservation scores are less discriminative between different intron positions.

We annotated tissue-specific and housekeeping genes with PhyloP conservation scores to investigate whether the differentiation between both sets of genic regions followed the same pattern. Twelve tissue-specific gene sets displayed significantly lower pCADD scores than housekeeping genes, whereas only four tissues had a significantly lower conservation score. The larger total differences in ROC-AUC scores obtained by using PhyloP scores compared to pCADD scores indicate that the variations between tissue gene sets are larger when using PhyloP.

The worse performance of PhyloP scores to distinguish between pre-miRNA and surrounding regions is supported by the lower ratio of significant tests in the intron analysis, which indicates that PhyloP scores have less specificity for functional elements than pCADD scores.

Predicted intergenic SNVs with high pCADD scores are often associated with lncRNA and may indicate missing annotations {#Sec21}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To examine the utility of pCADD scores for the prioritization of SNVs, we investigated whether they can help in the identification of intergenic candidate SNVs that segregate between two closely related Large White pig breeding populations. We scored intergenic SNVs that were unique for either of these pig populations by multiplying their pCADD score with the allele frequency and selected the top 20 highest scored SNVs for each population. Since the pCADD model is based on the Ensembl pig annotations \[[@CR50]\] (Ensembl gene annotation update e!90 Sscrofa11.1), we matched the selected 40 SNVs with NCBI's pig gene build \[[@CR51]\] to determine whether the model captures non-annotated genomic features. We found that 16 of the 40 SNVs are located within a (NCBI) coding region (one example shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}) and six SNVs overlap with a (NCBI) long non-coding RNA (Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}).Fig. 5Visualization of the three potential nucleotide substitutions at each position in the genome, each with their own predicted pCADD score. To visualize pCADD scores in JBrowser, we created tracks for the maximum, median and minimum scores at each position. The fourth track displays the standard deviation among the three scores to identify more easily sites of variable deleteriousness. The yellow vertical bar is located at position 5:14463457, indicating the site of the top scoring SNV in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}. This SNV is considered intergenic according to the Ensembl gene build but located within a lncRNA according to the NCBI genebuild. **a** NCBI gene build track, showing the genomic region belonging to lncRNA LOC102160723. **b**--**d** the maximum, median and minimum pCADD scores for each position in the displayed region. **e** The standard deviation of pCADD scores at each positionTable 5Top 40 SNVs according to pCADD^\*^Alt:Frq that are presumably intergenic according to the Ensembl *Sus scrofa* gene build, annotated with NCBIChrPosRef:FrqAlt:FrqpCADDpCADD\*Alt:FrqNCBI-gene buildHuman-ensembl-gene build514463457T:0.014C:0.98626.55926.185lncRNA1045490687G:0.007T:0.99324.17524.000RSU1988698813C:0.021G:0.97924.43323.909lncRNA*6149549021T:0.007C:0.99323.71423.544*1830883512G:0.045A:0.95524.21123.111lncRNA14102653354A:0.007G:0.99323.21623.052lncRNA335533299C:0.029T:0.97123.72923.041RBFOX1816080284T:0.021G:0.97923.54023.035KCNIP4816090742A:0.007C:0.99323.18823.0248KCNIP4988631400T:0.037C:0.96323.85522.978lncRNA1311996804A:0.068G:0.93224.51822.846miscRNA816069085C:0.014T:0.98623.14822.817KCNIP4*1270976051G:0.057A:0.94324.14822.7681210080096C:0.029T:0.97123.41722.73815134154371G:0.028A:0.97223.38822.7291715317464T:0.035C:0.96523.43722.611*816126909T:0.145G:0.85526.33122.515KCNIP414102708028T:0.007C:0.99322.62222.463lncRNA178460314T:0.007A:0.99322.60722.448FAT132721065C:0.016T:0.98422.79422.438SDK182274651T:0.006C:0.99424.86124.721lncRNA1441547002T:0.006C:0.99424.65124.511MYO1H988656584T:0.023C:0.97724.60624.047lncRNA13145274213A:0.031G:0.96924.33623.576ZBTB20514463352A:0.006G:0.99423.52623.393lncRNA*2135162568A:0.011C:0.98923.30523.043*13196634107A:0.011C:0.98923.19022.930lncRNA*13203405436G:0.006A:0.99423.04622.9171715317464T:0.022C:0.97823.43622.91013203404345T:0.017G:0.98323.23922.842*18\*4227731C:0.006A:0.99422.83922.710*13203405428T:0.006G:0.99422.66322.535*13145279451A:0.019G:0.98122.96022.512ZBTB20*15134347171T:0.006G:0.99422.63322.506*525295998A:0.011G:0.98922.73122.476lncRNA*15134154371G:0.040A:0.96023.38722.4571842017803T:0.017G:0.98322.81122.42715134347189G:0.006C:0.99422.47122.345*816126909T:0.152G:0.84826.33122.337KCNIP414138794865A:0.006G:0.99422.41122.285lncRNAWhen no NCBI gene annotation was found, SNVs were mapped to hg38 and the Human Ensembl gene build was used. Italics: SNVs that are intergenic in the three gene builds, yet found in regions with conserved synteny\*SNV located in a region unannotated in any gene build

In addition, we mapped the genomic locations of the candidate SNVs to the human assembly GRCh38.p12 and Ensembl gene builds, which revealed nine additional genic regions that consisted of six lncRNAs, one region considered as a miscRNA and two genes. For all 40 SNVs, synteny of the surrounding genes was conserved except for 18:4227731C\>A. The relatively large number of prioritized SNVs that overlap with lncRNAs can be explained in two ways. First, there might be a considerable number of missing annotations in the gene builds that we used because the RNA-seq databases are incomplete and are the basis for lncRNA annotations. Second, although the lncRNA functions are conserved due to islands of strong conserved regions \[[@CR52]\], the architecture of their sequences experience constant restructuring and weak sequence conservation across species \[[@CR51], [@CR52]\].

The highest scored SNVs (in terms of pCADD score multiplied by alternative allele frequency) for which no genic annotation was found (6:149549021T\>C) (Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}), is located in an island with high pCADD scores within a region that contains several of such small islands (see Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Figure S6). This region starts with a highly H3K27Ac acetylated region, which indicates an enhancer site. Such a pattern is uncommon for intergenic regions and could indicate a missing annotation in the gene builds used in our study.

Discussion {#Sec22}
==========

We used a method that provides scores for the prioritization of SNVs with respect to their putative deleteriousness, from which we derived functional relevance for the genomes of pig. The method is based on the creation of a set of derived variants from an inferred common ancestor sequence that can be assumed to be depleted in deleterious variants and a set of simulated variants that are likely to be enriched in variants with a deleterious effect. It is important to note that while it is reasonable to assume that the proxy benign/neutral are truly benign/neutral variants, the simulated putative deleterious variants may also encompass a relatively large proportion of actually neutral variants.

Founder effects in pig populations may lead to the accumulation of functional variants, with both benign and deleterious variants receiving a relatively high pCADD score. This means that pCADD scores are useful to prioritize SNVs of interest, but that assessing deleteriousness may need additional information or experiments. For example, the missense variant 1:265347265A\>G (pCADD:21.848), which is responsible for an increased number of vertebrae and can be considered benign given current breeding goals, and the deleterious lethal recessive splice variant 12:38922102G\>A, have similar pCADD scores (pCADD: 17.198) (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}).

We evaluated the generated pCADD scores on a held-out test set and reported performances on different genomic subsets, which we compared to results of our previous study on mouse. Due to the nature of the procedure, the test performance can only indicate if the training algorithm has picked up patterns of features that are predictive for the simulated variants and if the performance varies with the genomic region. It has to be emphasized that only performance trends can be meaningfully compared between the different mCADD/pCADD models due to the different datasets used for computation. In spite of the large number of neutral variants, which is expected in both sets of variants, the performance seems to indicate that patterns to differentiate between the derived and simulated datasets have been picked up and can be used to evaluate variants and regions based on their potential interest.

The performance of pCADD scores to discriminate between simulated and derived variants in the test set increased as the number of features increased, depending on the genomic regions in which they are embedded. The consequence is that missense mutations are the best classified, although the most interesting application of pCADD is to annotate non-coding and intergenic variants, for which a plethora of functional candidates exist but there are only a few methods for further prioritization. As shown for the splice-region variant 3:43952776T\>G, the ranking of a variant relative to its neighbouring sequence in the same sequence category (introns, exons, intergenic, etc.) can provide information that helps to prioritize such variants.

Furthermore, we used PHRED-like scores to rate different sequences with known biological function. We compared the scores for the three positions in a codon and found that less redundant positions achieve higher pCADD scores. Moreover, regulatory sequences could be clearly distinguished from their neighbouring regions (i.e. high scores in miRNAs). In addition, our model supports the higher frequency of regulatory elements in the first few introns of a transcript, and thus has the potential of scoring not only individual SNVs but also of using a summary score per site to annotate entire regions to identify potential sub-regions of interest. This is a clear advantage compared to alternative methods to evaluate non-coding sequences, such as conservation scores, which may not be available for the entirety of the genome. This was the case in the analysis of intron sequences, for which more than 80,000 fewer tests could be conducted due to missing conservation scores. Using pCADD, candidate regions in which annotations are potentially missing can be identified. For example, no annotation was found for the 6:149549021T\>C SNV, even though pCADD scores were within a range typical for exons and displayed patterns of islands of high importance (see Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Figure S6), which is more compatible with coding regions than with intergenic regions. Ensembl gene annotations rely strongly on transcript data from public databases, which implies that incomplete databases may lead to missing gene annotations. This is especially the case for species that are less well studied than model organisms or humans. In addition, if the genes in question are not ubiquitously expressed, they can be absent from the data of the sequenced tissue. The same is true for genes, the expression of which depends on developmental-, disease- or physiological state, as is the case for many lncRNAs \[[@CR53]\].

We compared genes specific for 16 different tissues against (presumed) housekeeping genes \[[@CR40]\]. Our assumption was that the ubiquitously and generally more highly expressed housekeeping genes \[[@CR54]\] should have globally higher scores than tissue-specific genes. Although the absolute effect size was small, significantly higher scores were attributed to genes specific to cerebellum, eye, neuronal and muscle tissue. Brain-derived tissues (cerebellum, eye, neuronal tissue), in particular, displayed the largest effect sizes. On the one hand, brain tissue has experienced major development changes during the time period between 535 and 310 Mya ago, i.e. increased expression and gain of functions of paralogs of brain-specific genes \[[@CR54], [@CR55]\]. Since then and during the entire mammalian development, the expression of paralogs of brain-specific genes is lower than that observed in other tissues \[[@CR56]\], which indicates the fine balancing that acts to keep the brain functional. This emphasizes the extreme importance of brain-specific genes for survival and probably their low tolerance to mutations, compared to housekeeping genes. On the other hand, dermal tissue (epithelium) is one of the most ancient tissues in the evolution of metazoans and has highly conserved developmental pathways, which include genes that are involved in the adaptation to specific environmental changes and have overall lower pCADD scores than housekeeping genes.

Among the most important features for the pCADD model are conservation scores. They are annotated for large fractions of the genome (see Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}: Table S4), and thus they heavily influence training. This is supported by our investigation of various tissues, which showed that particularly high scores were assigned to expected strongly conserved regions. Deleterious effects that are not captured by sequence conservation, such as changes in the epigenome or in relatively variable regions, are expected to have lower scores. This becomes problematic when the species of interest has experienced recent genetic bottlenecks and has been subjected to very strong selection, which change the species' genotype, as is the case for domesticated species. In this case, the patterns observed from evolutionary changes may not be accurate to evaluate recent changes. However, not all the regions in the genome are subject to substitution, neither in natural nor in domesticated environments. There are exceptions to this rule, such as the reported missense mutations in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, which are causal for a change in the number of vertebrae, ear size, meat quality and fat content, and have high scores, which support the use of pCADD for variant prioritization.

Conclusions {#Sec23}
===========

The CADD approach is widely used in humans \[[@CR13]--[@CR18]\] and, based on our findings, it seems to be a suitable approach for pig (and other non-human species). Variants that distinguish populations can be ranked with respect to their pCADD score and allele frequency to find potential candidates for phenotypes expressed in the studied populations. pCADD could become a valuable tool in pig breeding and conservation. It can be used to score variants with a potential negative effect in small-sized endangered local pig breeds, but also help prioritize high-impact variants in genomic prediction to further enhance genomic selection.
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**Additional file 1.** Annotation pre-processing. Description of the pre-processing procedure of the datasets used to train the pCADD model. **Additional file 2: Table S1.** Overview of genomic annotations that build the basis for features used to train the pCADD model. Overview and short description of genomic annotations and their imputed values in the case of missing data. **Table S2.** Overview of the pig populations used in this study. List of pigs for which the high-frequency SNVs were added to the set of the putative benign (derived) variants to generate the training set. SNVs were called based on whole-genome sequence data. **Table S3.** VEP consequences summaries. VEP variant consequences, summarized into 14 categories. If multiple annotations exist for the same variant, the predicted variant consequence is selected according to the displayed hierarchy, starting at 1 and ending at 14. **Table S4.** Conservation score coverage of the pig genome. Coverage of the pig genome by the different conservation scores used in the pCADD model (see Table S1). Y-chromosome, mitochondrial and unplaced scaffolds were excluded in pCADD and the conservation score calculations. **Additional file 3: Figure S1.** Prediction performances of six conservation scores on test sets, representing different regions of the genome for which different numbers of features are available. I: whole test set; II: Intergenic SNVs; III: transcribed SNVs; IV: SNVs in introns, 5′ and 3′ UTRs; V: coding SNVs; VI: SNVs causing synonymous mutations; VII SNVs causing missense mutations. **Figure S2.** Codon redundancy displayed in the JBrowser genome browser using pCADD scores. The third position in a codon is more redundant than either of the two other positions. This is reflected in the scores, here an example of the end of the second exon of the *MACC1* gene. *MACC1* is located on the reverse strand. **Figure S3.** Effect sizes measured as ROC-AUC of the pairwise comparisons of pCADD scores of the three codon sites for all transcripts. The pCADD scores for the third and second codon positions differ generally the most (mean of \~ 0.232), thus their effect sizes have the largest absolute distance to 0.5. A ROC-AUC of 0.5 would indicate that no set of scores is larger than the other. The score indicates that the third position has a generally lower pCADD scores than the second position. The effect sizes of pCADD scores between the third and first codon positions (mean ROC-AUC \~ 0.277) also indicate that the third position is generally evaluated to be less deleterious than the first. In contrast, effect sizes between the second and first codon position are on average larger than 0.5 (mean of \~ 0.554) with the second codon position having a generally higher pCADD score than the first, which confirms that the second codon position is the most consequential when mutated. The effect sizes between the third and second codon positions as well as the third and first codon positions are more dispersed than between the second and first codon positions, probably due to the relatively larger variance in impact of a change at the third position than at the other two positions. **Figure S4.** Histogram of conservation score distribution of (pre-)miRNA transcripts and their surrounding up- and downstream regions. Vertical lines indicate the mean values of each distribution with a mean of 0.382 for miRNA and 0.211 for Up&Down. The one-tailed Mann--Whitney U-test between both distributions provided a p-value of 1e-225 and a ROC-AUC of 59.54%. The conservation score used to annotate the transcripts and their surrounding regions are the 25-taxa-Mammalian PhyloP score shown in Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}: Table S4. **Figure S5.** Comparison of the 25-taxa-Mammalian PhyloP scores per intron with all other introns, for the first 20 introns. The blue bar indicates the number of introns tested against the intron of interest, the red bar how many of these tests resulted in an adjusted p-value \< 0.05 (scale on the left axis). As the intron position increases, the number of tests that can be conducted decreases (with the number of transcripts that have at least that many introns). In black, the normalised number of significantly enriched introns, normalized by the number of conducted tests per intron position (scale on the right axis). **Figure S6.** pCADD scores show a pattern of high scores in a presumably intergenic region. The yellow bar indicates the location of the SNV 6:149549021T \> C. It is embedded in a presumably intergenic region without any gene annotations in the pig genebuild of Ensembl and NCBI and the Ensembl genebuild of human when mapped to the human genome. The region contains many islands of high pCADD scores, which are untypical for intergenic regions, and starts with an active enhancer region (peaks in H3K27Ac). The 5′region of the enhancer site displays patterns as expected for intergenic regions.
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